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Three-Dimensional Elastic-Plastic
Stress Analysis of Rolling Contact
Three-dimensional elastic-plastic rolling contact stress analysis was conducted inc
rating elastic and plastic shakedown concepts. The Hertzian distribution was assum
the normal surface contact load over a circular contact area. The tangential force
both the rolling and lateral directions were considered and were assumed to be pro
tional to the Hertzian pressure. The elastic and plastic shakedown limits obtained fo
three-dimensional contact problem revealed the role of both longitudinal and lat
shear traction on the shakedown results. An advanced cyclic plasticity model was i
mented into a finite element code via the material subroutine. Finite element simula
were conducted to study the influences of the tangential surface forces in the two
directions on residual stresses and residual strains. For all the cases simulated, the0 /k
ratio (p0 is the maximum Hertzian pressure and k is the yield stress in shear) was 6.0
Qx /P ratio, where Qx is the total tangential force on the contact surface in the rolli
direction and P is the total normal surface pressure, ranged from 0 to 0.6. The Qy /P ratio
(Qy is the total tangential force in the lateral direction) was either zero or 0.25. Resid
stresses increase with increasing rolling passes but tend to stabilize. Residual strain
increase but the increase in residual strain per rolling pass (ratchetting rate) decays
rolling cycles. Residual stress levels can be as high as 2k when the Qx /P ratio is 0.6.
Local accumulated shear strains can exceed 20 times the yield strain in shear aft
rolling passes under extreme conditions. Comparisons of the two-dimensional and
dimensional rolling contact results were provided to elucidate the differences in res
stresses and ratchetting strain predictions.@DOI: 10.1115/1.1491978#
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1 Introduction
Rolling contact refers to the relative angular motion betwe

two bodies in contact about an axis parallel to their common t
gent plane@1#. It can be found in many engineering application
The action between a wheel and a rail is a typical example. Th
is an increased interest in railroad industry in the use of h
adhesion locomotives. The achievement of high adhesion le
through control of wheel creep can generate higher traction fo
and heavier load in service. Currently, the locomotive wheel/
adhesion levels are nearing 50 percent under conditions of fi
percentage of creep. A major failure mode under these condit
is fatigue that results from cyclic stresses and strains. Exces
accumulation of plastic strains in rolling contact also contribu
to the failure of a rolling element.

To better assess rolling contact failure, it is critical to und
stand the rolling contact stresses and strains. Elastic solution
rolling contact are available in analytical forms@2–4#. However,
most rolling contact actions result in cyclic plastic deformatio
Two types of approaches are used for the elastic-plastic s
analysis of rolling contact: semi-analytical methods and finite
ement methods. Elastic solutions serve as the base for the s
analytical approaches. Boundary conditions are enforced afte
completion of a loading cycle while the equilibrium and/or com
patibility conditions may be violated during the rolling actio
@5–9#. The advantage of these models is that many contact cy
can be simulated and advanced constitutive material models
be utilized. While the semi-analytical methods are powerful a
attractive, an apparent shortcoming is the accuracy of the re
for the rolling contact cases when large plastic deformation de
ops. In addition, these methods are generally limited to tw
dimensional rolling contact problems.

Elastic-plastic stress analyses of rolling contact using the fi
element ~FE! methods were conducted by Hahn and his c

Contributed by the Tribology Division for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
TRIBOLOGY. Manuscript received by the Tribology Division April 19, 2001; revise
manuscript received April 3, 2002. Associate Editor: C. H. Venner.
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workers@11–16#, Xu and Jiang@10#, and Jiang et al.@17#. Dang
Van and Maitournam@18# developed a procedure for the nume
cal analysis of repeated rolling contact. It was noted that differ
material models produced drastically different results. For
ample, the FE simulation with a linear kinematic plasticity mod
predicted a ‘‘forward’’ surface movement@11,19# for pure line
rolling contact while the FE analysis with a two-surface plastic
model produced a ‘‘backward’’ flow@16#. The residual stresse
obtained based on different plasticity theories also differed sign
cantly. Experimental observations have established that a pure
rolling contact produces a ‘‘forward’’ surface movement and t
progressive surface flow decays with increasing number of rol
passes@20,21#. All of the FE simulations except those by Jian
et al. @17# and Xu and Jiang@10# predicted either zero stabilize
surface movement or constant rate surface movement.

Very limited work has been done in the elastic-plastic str
analysis of three-dimensional rolling contact using the FE meth
Kulkarni et al. @22–24# conducted elastic-plastic stress analys
of three-dimensional rolling contact. Pure rolling with a circul
contact patch was analyzed. No elastic-plastic finite elem
analysis of three-dimensional rolling contact has been condu
for the cases with tangential forces on the contact area. The
gential forces greatly influence the rolling contact stress and f
ure. For line rolling contact problems, when the shear traction
over 0.25 of the normal pressure, the maximum shear stress
curs on the contact surface, and the maximum shear stress
comes a strong function of the tangential force.

In addition, an accurate elastic-plastic stress analysis of rol
contact depends critically on the material constitutive model us
Use of an unsuited material model for complicated stress state
loading history may result in theoretical simulations qualitative
and quantitatively different from experimental observations. Ro
ing contact stress represents one of the most complicated of t
encountered in engineering applications. The stress state is th
dimensional and the loading history is nonproportional with rot
ing maximum shear planes. This requires a realistic mate
model in the elastic-plastic stress analysis. However, some im
tant cyclic plasticity phenomena were explored extensiv
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only in the past decade. For example, cyclic ratchetting i
progressive and directional accumulation of strain in an asymm
ric stress-controlled material experiment. Most metallic mater
display ratchetting rate decay; i.e., the ratchetting strain
decreases with increasing number of loading cycles. Most exis
plasticity models cannot properly describe the experiment
observed ratchetting behavior@25–28#. An inherent short-
coming of the plasticity models used by Hahn and his co-work
@11–16,19,22–24# in their FE simulations is the inability of the
material models to consider the ratchetting deformation of
materials.

The current investigation is a study of the three-dimensio
rolling contact problems above the plastic shakedown limit us
the FE method with the consideration of shear traction in b
rolling and lateral directions.

2 Three-Dimensional Rolling Contact

Coordinates System. As a first effort, the study was devote
to the three-dimensional rolling with a circular contact area~Fig.
1! with the normal pressure following the Hertzian distribution

p5p0A12S x

aD 2

2S y

aD 2

(1)

wherea is the radius of the contact area. The maximum Hertz
pressure is denoted byp0 . In the following discussions,P is used
to denote the total normal pressure over the circular contact
with a radius ofa. The total shear force in the longitudinal~x!
direction isQx and the total shear force in the lateral~y! direction
is Qy ~see Fig. 1!. The shear force distributions over the conta
area are assumed to be proportional to the normal pressur
other words, no stick-slip~partial slip! conditions are considered
The contact load moves in thex-direction.

Elastic Shakedown. Elastic shakedown is the limit below
which plastic deformation will not occur for rolling contact load
ing. This is also called the first yield@1#. The elastic shakedown
condition can be mathematically expressed as,

MAXHA1

2
S̃:S̃J 5k (2)

whereS̃ represents the deviatoric stress tensor, andk is the yield
stress in shear of the material. A colon between two tensors
notes their inner product.MAX in the equation is taken with re
spect to all the material points in the rolling element.

Plastic Shakedown. When the rolling load is above the ela
tic shakedown limit, plastic deformation occurs. However, wh
the loading magnitude is above the elastic shakedown but belo
certain level, plastic deformation will disappear after a limit
number of rolling passes. This loading limit is called plas
shakedown. Cyclic plasticity persists when the rolling load

Fig. 1 Three-dimensional rolling contact: coordinates system
700 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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above the plastic shakedown limit. Results and extensive dis
sions about shakedown limits can be found in references@1#,
@29–31#.

Mathematically, an equivalent stress magnitude can be defi
as follows@32#,

s̄a5MINH MAXbA3

2
~S̃2S̃0!:~S̃2S̃0!cJ , (3)

whereS̃0 represents a point in the deviatoric stress space. M
mum is taken with respect to the pointsS̃ in the loading path for
a givenS̃0 and minimum is taken in terms of all the possibleS̃0.
The principle is to find a center of a circle in the deviatoric spa
so that the maximum distance to the loading path is a minimu
In other words, there is a smallest circle that circumscribes
loading path in the deviatoric stress space. The radius of
smallest circle is defined as the equivalent stress amplitude fo
loading path. This circle can be determined computationally.

When the maximum equivalent stress amplitude under roll
contact is equal to the yield stress of the material, a threshol
reached. This threshold is the plastic shakedown limit@31#. There-
fore, the plastic shakedown condition is:

MAX$s̄a%5)k (4)

MAX in the equation is taken with respect to all the material poi
in the rolling element.

Fig. 2 Shakedown limit for the three-dimensional rolling con-
tact with a circular contact patch: „a… elastic shakedown limit;
and „b… plastic shakedown limit.
Transactions of the ASME
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Analytical solutions for the elastic rolling contact stresses
available from the literature@3,4#. The elastic shakedown limits
for various combinations ofQx /P and Qy /P are shown in Fig.
2~a!. The diamond markers in the figure represent the demarca
of the locations where plastic deformation will first occur eith
subsurface or on the surface. Figure 2~b! shows the plastic shake
down limits for the rolling contact with combined shear tractio
The diamond markers provide a demarcation between the co
tions for the persistent cyclic plastic deformation to occur subs
face or on contact surface. Clearly, the increase in the shear
tion will move the location of the maximum cyclic plasti
deformation to the contact surface.

Under the pure rolling contact condition~no tangential forces!,
initial plastic deformation occurs when thep0 /k ratio is larger
than 2.79 for the three-dimensional rolling contact with a circu
contact patch~see Fig. 2~a!!. Persistent cyclic plastic deformatio
occurs when thep0 /k ratio is larger than 4.26~see Fig. 2~b!!.
Clearly, the plastic shakedown limits are much higher than
elastic shakedown limits.

It should be noted that the results presented in Fig. 2 for
shakedown limits are independent of materials. Due to the na
of the shakedown phenomenon, the determination of both
elastic and plastic shakedown limits is purely based on ela
calculations. The elastic shakedown limits are symmetric in te
of shear traction in thex andy directions. That is, if the conditions
for an elastic shakedown limit arep0 /k52.1, Qx /P50.2, Qy /P
50.4, thenp0 /k52.1, Qx /P50.4, Qy /P50.2 also represent an
elastic shakedown limit. However, this symmetry does not ap
to the plastic shakedown as can be found from the results sh
in Fig. 2~b!. This is due to the path-dependence of plas
deformation.

3 Cyclic Plasticity Model
The material is assumed to be homogeneous and initially

tropic. For small deformation the total strain can be decompo
additively into the elastic and plastic parts. For the elastic part,
Hooke’s law is valid, i.e.,

s̃5C5 : «̃e5C5 :~ «̃2 «̃p! (5)

wheres̃ is the stress tensor,«̃e is the elastic strain tensor,«̃p is the
plastic strain tensor, andC5 is the elasticity modulus tensor. Sing
and double tildes above a letter designate a second order a
fourth order tensors, respectively.

The von Mises yield function and the associated flow rule
used:

f 5A~S̃2ã !:~S̃2ã !2&k50 (6)

d«̃p5
1

h
^dS̃:ñ&ñ (7)

where,

ñ5
] f

]~S̃2ã !
5

S̃2ã

A~S̃2ã !:~S̃2ã !
(8)

The symbol f represents the yield surface,ã is the backstress
tensor in the deviatoric space representing the center of the y
surface, andk is the yield stress in simple shear. The prefixd
denotes infinitesimal increment. The symbolñ is the unit normal
on the yield surface. The symbol^ & represents the Macaule
bracket~i.e., ^x&50.5(x1uxu)! and h is a scalar function often
called the plastic modulus function. The quantitydp is generally
called the equivalent plastic strain increment and is defined a

dp5Ad«̃p:d«̃p (9)

A hardening rule specifies changes in the yield condition a
result of loading the material. Following Chaboche et al.@33#, the
total backstress is decomposed into a number of additive par
Journal of Tribology
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ã5(
i 51

M

ã~ i ! (10)

whereã ( i )( i 51,2, . . . ,M ) represent backstress parts, andM is an
integer representing the number of backstress parts.

Chaboche et al.@33–35# generalized the hardening rule deve
oped by Armstrong and Frederick@36#. Ohno and Wang@37–40#
proposed a threshold term in the hardening rule to limit the p
dicted ratcheting rate. The Ohno-Wang model provides a cl
prediction for the experimental observations@27,28#. Jiang and
Sehitoglu@41,42# and Ohno and Wang@43# modified the Chabo-
che model further and the resulted model improves the predic
of cyclic stress-strain responses of a material under general
tiaxial and nonproportional loading conditions. The mathemati
expression for the hardening rule in the recently developed p
ticity model @41# is,

dã~ i !5c~ i !r ~ i !S ñ2S iã~ i !i
r ~ i ! D x~ i !11 ã~ i !

iã~ i !i D dp ~ i 51,2, . . . ,M !

(11)

wherec( i ), r ( i ), and x ( i ) ( i 51,2, . . . ,M ) are material constants
and,

iã~ i !i5Aã~ i !:ã~ i ! ~ i 51,2, . . . ,M ! (12)

In the context of this paper, the material properties considered
be representative of cyclically stable response. Details of the
clic plasticity model and the determination of the material co
stants can be found in references@25#, @41#, @42#, @44#.

The three-dimensional stress state in rolling contact is one
the most complicated in engineering. Both mean stress relaxa
and strain ratchetting occur in rolling contact. It is clear that i
cyclic plasticity model is not able to describe the cyclic plastic
phenomenon under a simple stress state and loading history
model is not suitable for the elastic-plastic stress analysis for s
complicated problems as rolling contact. The cyclic plastic
model presented in this section has been applied to the predic
of long-term ratchetting of 1070 steel under various proportio
and nonproportional loading conditions. Very good agreement
achieved between predictions and experiments. Detailed dem
strations of its capability to predict stress-strain responses for g
eral multiaxial and nonproportional loading can be found in r
erences@25–28#, @32#, @41#, @42#, @44#.

4 Finite Element Model
The cyclic plasticity model described in the last section w

implemented into an FE code. A backward Euler algorithm is u
in an explicit stress update algorithm. The algorithm reduces
plasticity model into a nonlinear equation that can be solved
the Newton method. The corresponding consistent tangent op
tor is derived for the global equilibrium iteration, which ensur
the quadratic convergence of the global Newton-Raphson equ
rium iteration procedure. Detailed formulation for the impleme
tation of the material model is presented in Appendix A.

Finite Element Mesh. Due to the nature of the three
dimensional rolling contact, no symmetry can be found. The
fore, a general three-dimensional model had to be created. A q
ter of the finite element~FE! mesh is shown in Fig. 3. 20-nod
quadric brick elements were used. Fine mesh with a size of 0.a
was used in the middle of the contact area wherea is the radius of
the circular contact area~refer to Fig. 1!. There were a total of
2354 brick elements with a total of 11030 nodes in the mo
for a volume of 24a36a36a. In addition, there were 116 infi-
nite elements used in the boundaries other than the rolling c
tact surface~refer to Fig. 3!. The infinite elements were employe
to simulate the space far from the area of contact. Rolling c
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 701
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tact generally results in very localized plastic deformation. T
use of infinite elements greatly facilitates the rolling contact str
analysis.

The contact loading was modeled by applying concentra
node forces as a time-dependent amplitude function. The con
load was increased gradually on the left side of the cont
region until it reached the desired value. A total of 10 incremen
steps were used for the indentation. After applied, the con
load translated in the rolling~x! direction step by step for a dis
tance of 22a until it reached the right side of the contact regio
Depending on the loading magnitude, a total of 120;400 incre-
mental steps were taken to translate the contact load over a
tance of 22a. The maximum increment step length used w
0.18a. After it reached the far right end, the contact load w
decreased gradually in 10 incremental steps until it became z
One rolling pass was completed at this point. This procedure
repeated for six rolling passes for each loading case simulate
this investigation.

In idealized rolling contact, any material points with identicaly
and z coordinates have identical stress and strain responses
other words, the residual stresses and strains are independe
thex coordinate. In the FE simulations, the aim was to obtain
stress and strain responses for the middle cross section~yOz! ~re-
fer to Fig. 3!. It is hoped that the stress and strain results near
yOzcross section are accurate. The results in the rest of the
are approximate.

Material Constants. The material properties of the 107
steel with a fully pearlitic structure@9# were used for the rolling
contact simulations. The material constants used in the cy
plasticity material model are list in Table 1. 1070 steel is wide
used for rails and wheels.

5 Finite Element Results
Four loading cases were simulated. Each case had ap0 /k ratio

of 6.0, wherep0 is the peak Hertzian pressure in the rolling co
tact ~refer to Fig. 1! and k is the yield stress in shear of th
material. A pure rolling without shear traction was simulated

Fig. 3 Finite element mesh for the three-dimensional rolling
contact

Table 1 Material constants used in plasticity model
702 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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serve as a base for comparison. The other three cases had aQy /P
ratio of 0.25, whereQy is the total shear force in the lateral~y!
direction andP is the total normal pressure. The difference amo
these three loading cases was theQx /P ratio, whereQx is the
total shear force in the rolling~x! direction on the circular contac
surface. These threeQx /P ratios were 0.2, 0.4, and 0.6, respe
tively. In addition, a two-dimensional pure rolling contact w
analyzed and the results obtained were used to compare with t
from the three-dimensional analyses.

All the finite element simulations were conducted using an S
Origin 2000 computer at the National Center for Supercomput
Applications ~NCSA! at the University of Illinois at Urbana-
Champaign. Due to the inherent difficulty caused by the la
amount calculations involved in the three-dimensional elas
plastic rolling contact stress analysis, a limited number of rolli
passes can be simulated within a realistic period time. In
investigation, six rolling passes were simulated for each load
scenario. CPU times were dependent on the degree of cyclic p
ticity involved under a given rolling condition. The (p0 /k56,
Qx /P50.6, Qx /P50.25! case resulted in the largest cyclic pla
ticity among all the loading cases studied. The CPU time to co
plete one rolling pass for this case was approximately 120 C
hours. For the other loading cases, the CPU time was appr
mately 50 hours per rolling pass.

Normalized quantities are used in reporting the results. T
length is normalized in terms of the radius of the circular cont
area,a, the stresses are normalized by the yield stress in sheak,
the shear strains are normalized byk/G, and the surface move
ment is normalized byka/G, where G is the shear elasticity
modulus. All the results reported below were taken from t
middle cross sectionyOz ~refer to Fig. 3!.

All the six residual stress components~normal and shear
stresses! and six residual strain components are non-zero for
three-dimensional rolling contact. However, the residual stres
the z direction, all the three shear residual stresses, the three
mal residual strains, and the residual strain component (gxy) r are
not significant as compared to the rest of the stress and s
components. Therefore, these less significant quantities will no
reported.

Rolling Casep0 ÕkÄ6, Qx ÕPÄ0.4, Qy ÕPÄ0.25. The devel-
opment of residual stresses in thex andy directions on the along
the z axis is shown in Fig. 4 for the~p0 /k56, Qx /P50.4,
Qy /P50.25! loading case. The residual stresses are compres
on the contact surface and also subsurface near the contac
face. Tensile residual stresses are found subsurface whenz/a.1
for the y direction and whenz/a.1.5 for thex direction. The
maximum~absolute value! residual stress in thex direction occurs
on the contact surface. The maximum residual stress in they di-
rection occurs subsurface atz/a50.5 and the value is approxi
mately 50 percent of the yield stress in shear of the material.
value of the residual stress in they direction is substantially
smaller than that in thex direction for the loading case considere

For three-dimensional rolling contact, the residual stresses
independent ofx coordinate for an idealized rolling contact bu
they are functions of they coordinate. Figures 5 displays the re
sidual stress profile in terms ofy coordinate for thex direction
after six rolling passes. It can be found that with a tangential fo
Qx /P50.4 in the rolling ~x! direction and a tangential force
Qy /P50.25 in the lateral ~y! direction, maximum residua
stresses occur at ay coordinate near zero. It is noted that th
residual stress in thex direction on the contact surface is positiv
at y/a521. It should be also noted that the maximum residu
stresses generally occur at locations different fromy50 for the
three-dimensional rolling contact problem considered. Howe
the maximum residual stresses are not significantly different fr
the value at y50. Therefore, residual stresses aty50 are
reported.

Development of two residual shear strain components with
rolling cycles is shown in Fig. 6 along thez axis. Under the
Transactions of the ASME
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coordinate system employed, both of the residual shear strain
negative in value. It should be noted that all the shear strain va
are multiplied byG/k in the presentation. The maximum values
the residual shear strains occur on the surface. The residual
strain (gxz) r is approximately twice as large as the residual sh
strain (gyz) r . The residual shear strain (gxz) r contributes to the
surface displacement in thex direction and the residual shea
strain (gyz) r results in the surface movement in they direction.

Figures 7 shows the residual shear strain profile after six rol
cycles for (gxz) r with respect to they coordinate. The residua
shear strain (gxz) r is negative in value under the coordinate sy
tem employed. It is minimal in the locations outside of the cont
area.

The surface displacements in thex direction are summarized in
Fig. 8 with respect to they coordinate for the first six rolling
cycles. The displacement in thex direction is the largest wheny
50. The displacement increases with increasing number of rol
passes. However, the rate of surface displacement decays a

Fig. 4 Development of residual stresses for p 0 ÕkÄ6.0, Qx ÕP
Ä0.4, Qy ÕPÄ0.25, yÄ0: „a… x -direction; and „b… y -direction.

Fig. 5 Profile of the residual stress in the x -direction after six
rolling passes for p 0 ÕkÄ6.0, Qx ÕPÄ0.4, and Qy ÕPÄ0.25
Journal of Tribology
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Fig. 6 Development of residual shear strains for p 0 ÕkÄ6.0,
Qx ÕPÄ0.4, Qy ÕPÄ0.25, yÄ0: „a… „gxz… r ; and „b… „gyz… r .

Fig. 7 Residual shear strain „gxz… r profile for p 0 ÕkÄ6.0,
Qx ÕPÄ0.4, Qy ÕPÄ0.25 after six rolling passes

Fig. 8 Surface displacement in the x -direction for p 0 ÕkÄ6.0,
Qx ÕPÄ0.4, and Qy ÕPÄ0.25
OCTOBER 2002, Vol. 124 Õ 703
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rolling passes increase. This is in agreement with the genera
perimental observation on the surface displacement@20–21#. It is
noted that the displacement in thex direction is not symmetric
with respect to they coordinate due to the application of th
lateral shear traction. The surface displacement is a result o
residual shear strain beneath the contact surface. It can be
tained by integrating the residual shear strain with respect toz. In
the FE analysis, the surface displacement was obtained dire
from the simulations.

It should be mentioned again that all the six residual stress
six residual strain components are non-zero for the thr
dimensional rolling contact. However, some of the residual str
and strain components are small as compared to the others
two reported residual stress components and the two resi
shear strain components represent the most significant amon
the 12 stress and strain components.

Influence of Tangential Shear Conditions. The tangential
condition has a significant influence on the residual stresses
residual strains for the three-dimensional rolling contact. Figu
9 and 10 summarize the influence of theQx /P ratio on the re-
sidual stresses and residual strains. The four loading cases h
p0 /k ratio of 6.0 and aQy /P ratio of 0.25. The results were take
from thez-axis after six rolling passes.

In Fig. 9 the residual stresses in thex direction are shown for
different shear traction conditions. Clearly, all the residual stres
in thex direction are compressive for the material near the con
surface. The increase of the tangential forceQx results in an in-
crease of compressive residual stress in thex direction in the thin
layer of material near the contact surface. The thickness of
layer of material is approximately 0.5a. Maximum ~absolute
value! residual stress in thex direction occurs on the contact su
face when theQx /P ratio is larger than 0.2.

Fig. 9 Influence of tangential force Qx on the residual stress
in the x -direction „p 0 ÕkÄ6.0, Qy ÕPÄ0.25, after six cycles …

Fig. 10 Influence of tangential force Qx on the residual shear
strain „gxz… r „p 0 ÕkÄ6.0, Qy ÕPÄ0.25, after six cycles …
704 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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Figures 10 exhibits the influence of the tangential forces on
residual strains (gxz) r . It can be found that the tangential forceQx
has a very significant influence on the residual strain. The resid
strain near the contact surface increases exponentially with
tangential force. Maximum residual shear strain occurs on
contact surface whenQx /P ratio is equal to or larger than 0.2. Fo
the four loading scenarios under investigation, the residual st
(gxz) r is about twice as large as (gyz) r on the contact surface. Fo
the load case withQx /P50, the residual shear strain (gxz) r is
positive subsurface, although the magnitude is very small as c
pared to the residual strain values of the other three loading ca
The three loading conditions with non-zeroQx /P ratio result in
negative residual strains under the coordinate system emplo
Noting that (gxz) r contributes to the surface movement in thex
direction and a negative surface displacement is a ‘‘backwa
surface movement in terms of the direction of rolling, the thr
case with non-zeroQx /P ratios are predicted to result in ‘‘back
ward’’ surface movement in the rolling direction.

The Qx /P ratio has a much larger influence on the residu
stress in thex direction than in they direction. It has a much
significant influence on (gxz) r than on (gyz) r .

Pure Rolling Contact. It will be useful to compare the result
of the two-dimensional ~line! pure rolling and the three-
dimensional pure rolling contact. Pure rolling refers to the rolli
contact without surface shear traction. The results of the resid
stresses and residual shear strain for the pure line rolling con
~two-dimensional pure rolling! and three-dimensional pure rollin
contact with identicalp0 /k ratio after six rolling passes are pre
sented in Fig. 11. The three-dimensional pure rolling has a circ
contact area.

The residual stresses in thex direction are similar for both the
three-dimensional and two-dimensional pure rolling. Both pu
rolling cases result in a small tensile residual stress (sx) r on the
contact surface. The maximum residual stress in thex direction is

Fig. 11 Comparison of the residual stresses and stain for the
two-dimensional and three-dimensional pure rolling „p 0 Õk
Ä6.0, after six rolling passes …: „a… residual stresses; and „b…
residual shear strain „gxz… r .
Transactions of the ASME
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higher for the two-dimensional pure rolling. The residual stress
they direction is very different for the two pure rolling cases~Fig.
11~a!!. For the two-dimensional pure rolling, the residual stres
in they direction are all compressive. The three-dimensional p
rolling results in a tensile residual stress in they direction for the
material near the contact surface. The maximum magnitude o
residual stress in they direction for the three-dimensional pur
rolling is significantly smaller than that of the two-dimension
pure rolling. This implies that the residual stresses are not as
tective in the three-dimensional loading compared with the co
sponding two-dimensional case.

The residual shear strain (gxz) r is also very different for the two
pure rolling cases~Fig. 11~b!!. The two-dimensional pure rolling
produces positive residual shear strain (gxz) r . The three-
dimensional pure rolling results in both positive and negative
sidual shear strain (gxz) r . According to the coordinate system
employed, a positive contributes to a ‘‘forward’’ surface displac
ment. Therefore, the two-dimensional pure rolling produce
‘‘forward’’ surface movement. The three-dimensional pure rolli
is also predicted to produce a ‘‘forward’’ surface displacement,
the magnitude of the surface movement in thex direction for the
three-dimensional pure rolling is significantly smaller than that
a two-dimensional pure rolling.

The residual shear strain component (gyz) r is zero for the pure
line contact. In the three-dimensional pure rolling contact with
circular contact area, this shear strain component is not z
However, the shear strain componentgyz is insignificant as com-
pared to the shear strain componentgxz . In fact, the maximum
residual shear strain (gyz) r is 0.04G/k for the three-dimensiona
pure rolling under consideration after six rolling passes while
maximum residual shear strain (gxz) r is 0.2G/k ~refer to Fig.
11~b!!.

In summary, with an identicalp0 /k ratio the two-dimensiona
pure rolling~pure line rolling! produces larger plastic deformatio
than the three-dimensional pure rolling with a circular cont
patch. As a result, the two-dimensional pure rolling produ
larger residual stresses and residual strains. Both pure ro
cases produce a ‘‘forward’’ surface movement. However, the tw
dimensional pure rolling is expected to result in much larger s
face movement than the three-dimensional pure rolling. It is the
fore anticipated that the two-dimensional pure rolling contact w
have a shorter service life than the three-dimensional pure roll

6 Discussions
The current investigation was concentrated on the influenc

the surface shear traction on the three-dimensional rolling con
Several simplifications were made. The elasticity based Hert
distribution was assumed for the normal surface contact lo
When the contact load exceeds the elastic shakedown limit,
contact pressure is expected to be different from the Hertzian
reality the contact area is generally not in a circular shape.
also well known that partial slip often occurs in the contact ar
Further studies need to address these influences.

The results of the FE simulations indicate that more than
rolling passes are needed in order for the residual stresses to
bilize. As was stated in the last section, the three-dimensio
elastic-plastic rolling contact stress analysis is time-consum
However, a stabilized residual stress is expected after a fi
number of rolling passes. The asymptotic nature of the resid
stress development can be noted from the FE results shown i
last section. A two-dimensional finite element analysis@17# re-
veals that the residual stresses stabilize after about 30 ro
passes for 1070 steel, and the development of residual stre
appears in an asymptotic nature. The values of the resi
stresses after tenth and twentieth rolling cycles were found to
percent and 3 percent less than the stabilized value, respect
@17#. Therefore, the residual stress results obtained for the lim
number of rolling passes can be extrapolated to obtain the s
lized residual stress values using an asymptotic function. The
Journal of Tribology
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sidual strains do not stabilize but display long-term ratchett
behavior. It was found that a power-law relationship exists
tween the residual strain and the number of rolling passes for
constant-amplitude rolling contact@10,17#. It can be expected tha
such a relationship is also valid for three-dimensional rolling co
tact. Therefore, the residual strain results obtained for limi
number of rolling passes can be extrapolated to longer rol
cycles.

Because the results obtained for the Gauss points were rep
in the paper, it should be born in mind that the results reporte
be on they50 plane were actually taken from the Gauss poi
with a y coordinate of 0.028a. The same rule applies to the resul
for the contact surface. All the residual stress and strain result
the contact surface reported in this paper were taken from
Gauss points nearest the contact surface. Thez coordinate for
these Gauss points of the elements containing the contact su
was also 0.028a. For the loading cases which do not result in hig
stress and strain gradients near the contact surface, the valu
the Gauss points nearest the contact surface are representat
the stresses and strains on the surface. However, when the s
and strain gradients are high, such as in the cases with high
gential surface traction, the stress and strain values on the co
surface will be higher than those reported.

The detailed stress and strain histories can be used to a
the failure of a rolling component. Multiaxial failure models suc
as that used by Jiang and Sehitoglu@45# can be used to determin
the fatigue damage and ratchetting damage. A failure anal
can be therefore conducted to predict the service life of a roll
component.

The current finite element simulations are meaningful in
cases such as the rail/wheel contact in a curved track where la
traction is inevitable. The results from the current investigat
showed that lateral traction combined with longitudinal tracti
may produce severe conditions such that the excessive acc
lated ratchetting deformation can result in premature failure.

7 Conclusions
Based on a kinematic material hardening concept, shaked

limit results were obtained for the three-dimensional rolling co
tact with shear traction in both the rolling direction and the late
direction. The plastic shakedown limits showed that the press
for shakedown decreases dramatically with increasing sh
traction.

The influence of the tangential surface traction on the roll
contact stress was studied using the finite element method.
three-dimensional elastic-plastic stress analysis reveals tha
shear traction has a significant influence on the residual stre
and strains on the material near the contact surface. The enha
plasticity introduced by the surface shear traction will acceler
the failure and/or wear of a rolling element. Due to the use of
advanced cyclic plasticity material model, the rolling conta
stress results obtained for repeated rolling are expected to be
realistic than the existing rolling contact stress analyses.
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Nomenclature

a 5 radius of the circular contact area
C5 5 elasticity modulus tensor

c( i ), r ( i ), x ( i ) 5 material constants in the plasticity mod
( i 51,2, . . . ,M )

d 5 prefix denoting increment or differentiation
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E 5 Young’s modulus
G 5 shear modulus
f 5 yield surface function
h 5 plastic modulus function
I5 5 fourth order unit tensor
k 5 yield stress in simple shear
1̃ 5 second order unit tensor
M 5 positive integer
ñ 5 unit exterior normal to the yield surface at

the stress state
p 5 equivalent plastic strain
P 5 total normal load

p0 5 maximum Hertzian pressure
Qx 5 total tangential force in the rolling direction
Qy 5 total tangential force in the lateral direction

S̃ 5 deviatoric stress tensor
S̃0 5 center of a surface in the deviatoric space
ã 5 total backstress tensor

ã ( i ) 5 i th backstress tensor (i 51,2, . . . ,M )
«̃ 5 strain tensor

«̃e 5 elastic strain tensor
«̃p 5 plastic strain tensor
dx 5 surface displacement in the rolling direction
dy 5 surface displacement in the lateral direction
s̃ 5 stress tensor

sx , sy , sz ,
txy , txz , tyz 5 orthogonal stress components

s̄a 5 equivalent stress magnitude
(sx) r , (sy) r ,
(sz) r , (txy) r ,
(txz) r , (tyz) r 5 residual stress components
«x , «y , «z ,
gxy , gxz , gyz 5 orthogonal strain components
(«x) r , («y) r ,
(«z) r , (gxy) r ,
(gxz) r , (gyz) r 5 Residual strain components

m 5 Poisson’s ratio
0( ) 5 state and internal variables in the last incre-

ment step

Appendix A

Implementation of the Cyclic Plasticity Model Into Finite
Element Code. The plasticity model discussed in Section 3 w
implemented into the general purpose FE package ABAQUS@46#
through the user-defined subroutine UMAT. A backward Euler
gorithm was used in an explicit stress update algorithm. The
gorithm reduces the plasticity model into a nonlinear equation
can be solved by Newton’s method. The corresponding consis
tangent operator is derived for the global equilibrium iteratio
which ensures the quadratic convergence of the global New
Raphson equilibrium iteration.

Explicit Stress Update Algorithm.In a strain-drive FE analy-
sis procedure, the global equilibrium solution provides the str
history. The stress and internal variables can be then tra
through the integration of the cyclic plasticity constitutive equ
tions. For each equilibrium iteration increment step, the value
all the state variables and internal variables in the last increm
steptn obtained from the equilibrium iteration are denoted usin
superscript0( ), i.e.,

0«̃5 «̃~ tn!, 0s̃5s̃~ tn!, 0«̃p5 «̃p~ tn!, 0ã5ã~ tn!,

0ã~ i !5ã~ i !~ tn! (A1)

For a given strain incrementd«̃ at the time intervaldt5tn11
2tn , the purpose of the integration procedure is to find the val
of the stress and the internal variables at timetn11 , as being
706 Õ Vol. 124, OCTOBER 2002
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denoted by («̃,s̃,«̃p,ã,ã ( i )), that satisfy the evolution rule, Eq
~10! and Eq.~11!, and the yield criterion, Eq.~6!.

The stress and the internal variables can be expressed in t
of the plastic multiplierdp. Since the plastic multiplier is un-
known a priori, the material is assumed to deform elastically
first, that is,dp50. This first trial results in the elastic trial value
of the variables,

«̃ tr50«̃1d«̃ (A2)

s̃ tr5C5 :~ «̃ tr20«̃p! (A3)

«̃p.tr50«̃p (A4)

ã50ã and ã~ i !,tr50ã~ i ! ~ i 51,2, . . . ,M ! (A5)

This procedure is called elastic predictor. If these trial values
not violate the yield condition, then they are the solutions at ti
tn11 . If the yield criterion is violated, the plastic multiplierdp,
which determines the other variables, must be positive but
known.

By integrating the evolution function for the backstress pa
Eq. ~11!, through the backward Euler scheme, the updated ba
stress partsã ( i ) ( i 51,2, . . . ,M ) can be obtained,

ã~ i !5§~ i !~c~ i !r ~ i !ñdp10ã~ i !! ~ i 51,2, . . . ,M ! (A6)

where,

§~ i !5
1

11~ iã~ i !i /r ~ i !!x~ i !
c~ i !dp

~ i 51,2, . . . ,M ! (A7)

The stress is integrated from the Hooke’s law, Eq.~5!, together
with the flow rule, Eq.~7!, and the deviatoric stressS̃ is obtained
as follows,

S̃50S̃1C5 :d«̃dev22Gdpñ (A8)

whereG is the shear modulus andd«̃dev is the deviatoric strain
increment.

Let b̃5S̃2ã. From Eqs.~10!, ~A6!, and ~A8!, the following
identical equation is satisfied,

l̃ 5b̃20S̃2C5 :d«̃dev12Gdpñ1(
i 51

M

c~ i !r ~ i !§~ i !dpñ1(
i 51

M

§~ i !0ã~ i !

50 (A9)

Becauseb̃5S̃2ã, the yield criterion, Eq.~6!, can be rewritten as

f 5Ab̃:b̃2&k50 (A10)

The unknownsb̃ and dp can be obtained from the nonlinea
algebraic Eqs.~A9! and ~A10! by the Newton method.

The consistently linearized form of Eq.~A9! leads to,

l̃ 1p5 :db̃1cnñdp1(
i 51

M

ca
~ i !0ã~ i !dp50 (A11)

The symbols in Eq.~A11! are defined in Appendix B. The prefixd
denotes an increment in the local Newton iteration procedure

Solving Eq.~A11! by applying the Lemma presented in Appe
dix C yields,

db̃52p5 21:S l̃ 1cnñdp1(
i 51

M

ca
~ i !0ã~ i !dpD (A12)

The Newton iteration for the yield Eq.~A10! results in,

f 1ñ:db̃2
]k

]p
dp50 (A13)

By substituting Eq.~A12! into Eq. ~A13!, the explicit Newton
iteration formulation fordp can be obtained,
Transactions of the ASME
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dp~ j !5
f ~ j !2ñ~ j ! :p5 ~ j !

21: l̃ ~ j !

D ~ j !
(A14)

where D ( j )5ñ( j ) :p5 ( j )
21:(cn( j )ñ( j )1( i 51

M ca( j )
( i ) 0ã ( i )), and the sub-

script ( )( j ) denotes the local Newton iteration step.
Once the Newton iteration process for Eq.~A14! converges, the

plastic multiplierdp takes the value for the last iteration step, t
j th step, i.e., dp5dp(J) and dp( j 11)5dp( j )1dpj 11 , ( j
50,1,2, . . . ,J21). Furthermore, the stress and the internal va
ables are updated following the constitutive equations,

S̃50S̃1C5 :d«̃dev22Gdpñ~J!

ã5(
i 51

M

ã~ i !, ã~ i !5§~ i !~c~ i !r ~ i !dpñ~J!1
0ã~ i !!

ñ~J!5
] f

]~S̃2ã !
5

S̃~J!2ã~J!

A~S̃~J!2ã~J!!:~S̃~J!2ã~J!!

«̃p50«̃p1dpñ~J!

s̃5C5 :~0«̃1D«̃2 «̃p!

§

(A15)

Consistent Tangential Model.Once the iteration process de
scribed in the last sub-section is convergent, the stress and int
variables are determined. The equilibrium is verified by the glo
FE equations. If the equilibrium is satisfied, the solution is va
dated. Otherwise, a new global equilibrium iteration is requir
In this case, the consistent tangential matrix]s̃/]«̃u ã,«̃p,«̃ should
be determined to ensure a quadric convergence@47#. This consis-
tent tangential matrix can be obtained from the definition of
deviatoric stress.

Taking the derivatives of Eqs.~A9! and ~A10! with respect to
d«̃ results in the following equations,

22GI5dev:d«̃1p5 :db̃1cnñdp1(
i 51

M

ca
~ i !0ã~ i !dp50 (A16)

and,

ñ:db̃2
]k

]p
dp50 (A17)

where I5dev is a fourth order deviatoric tensor that is defined
I5dev5I521/31̃^ 1̃. I5 and 1̃ present a fourth order and a seco
order unit tensors, respectively. The symbol^ between two ten-
sors denotes the cross product of the tensors. Solving Eqs.~A16!
and ~A17!, we get,

dp5
2Gñ:p5 21:I5dev:d«̃

D
(A18)

and,

db̃5
2G

D
p5 21:S DI52S cnñ1(

i 51

M

ca
~ i !0ã~ i !D ^ ñ:p5 21D :I5dev:d«̃

(A19)

Differentiating the evolution equation, Eq.~A6!, we obtain the
expression for the increments of the backstress parts,
Journal of Tribology
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dã~ i !5§~ i !S I52
c~ i !dpx~ i !~ iã~ i !i /r ~ i !!x~ i !22~r ~ i !!22

11~11x i !~ iã i i /r i !x i
cidp

ã~ i !

^ ã~ i !D :S ~c~ i !r ~ i !ñ2c~ i !~ iã~ i !i /r ~ i !!x~ i !
ã ~ i !!dp

1c~ i !r ~ i !dp
]ñ

]b̃
:db̃ D ~ i 51,2, . . . ,M ! (A20)

The following equation for the stress increment can be deri
from the definition of the deviatoric stress,

ds̃5db̃1dã1K1̃^ 1̃:d«̃ (A21)

whereK is the bulk elasticity modulus. Substituting Eqs.~A18!–
~A20! into Eq. ~A21!, a linearized relationship between stress
crement and strain increment at timetn11 is obtained.

Appendix B

Illustration of Symbols Used in Eq. „A11…. The symbols in
Eq. ~A11! are described in the following,

p5 5aS I51x1g̃ ^ ñ2x2ñ^ k̃2(
i 51

M

~z~ i !/g!0ã~ i !
^ ã~ i !D (B1)

cn52G1(
i 51

M

c~ i !r ~ i !S ~§~ i !!21S r ~ i !S iã~ i !i
r ~ i ! D x~ i !12

2ã~ i !:ñD z~ i !D
(B2)

ca
~ i !5S ã~ i !:ã~ i !

r ~ i !dp
z~ i !2~§~ i !!2c~ i !D S iã~ i !i

r ~ i ! D x~ i !

2ã~ i !:ñ
z~ i !

dp
(B3)

where,

a5g/ibi (B4)

x151/g (B5)

x25dp/g (B6)

g5ib̃i1S 2G1(
i 51

M

c~ i !r ~ i !§~ i !D dp (B7)

k̃5(
i 51

M

z~ i !c~ i !r ~ i !ã~ i ! (B8)

g̃5S hñ1(
i 51

M

z~ i !~ ã~ i !:ñ!ã0
~ i !D (B9)

h5(
i 51

M

z~ i !c~ i !r ~ i !dpã~ i !:n2S 2G1(
i 51

M

c~ i !r ~ i !§~ i !D dp

(B10)

z~ i !5
~c~ i !§~ i !dp!2x~ i !/r ~ i !~ iã~ i !i /r ~ i !!x~ i !22

11~11x~ i !!~ iã~ i !i /r ~ i !!x~ i !
c~ i !dp

(B11)

Appendix C

Lemma. If g̃ i andk̃ j are second-order tensors and the mat
A5 b(k51

m xi k̃
( i ):g̃ (k)1d i j c is nonsingular, then the fourth-orde

tensorp5 5I51( i 51
m xi g̃

( i )
^ k̃ ( i ) is invertible and

p5 215I51 (
i , j 51

m

yi j g̃
~ i !

^ k̃~ j ! (C1)
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whereyi j is the solution of the equationAyi j 52xid i j , d i j is the
Kronecker delta, andI5 is the fourth-order unit tensor.

The lemma can be proven by conducting the inner product
tweenp5 andp5 21.
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